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The article examines the role of the federal government, community planners and the airline industry in their effort to face the noise problem. While the community planners make some concessions to the economic realities of the airport industry, the latter must supply the planners with the economic information on what type of airplanes will be available. The federal role is one of a catalyst; it offers both sides the basis for consultation and information flow.

Donohue & Hill, National Transportation Policy and the Regulatory Agencies, 19 Business Topics 67 (1971).

The authors suggest that a national transportation policy should be oriented to pursue the goal of greater competition in the transportation marketplace. Since the goal is to protect consumers rather than competitors, a Federal Transportation Board should be set up to regulate maximum rates and thereby control monopoly abuses. Minimum rates would not be subject to regulation.


While the responsibility for airport security is still on the local level, the federal government now coordinates and provides technical assistance in implementing a national airport security program. Screening processes, such as the use of a behavioral-profile and the use of magnometers, are designed to detect potential hijackers while still on the ground. Sky marshals offer protection when the planes are in the air.

Burck, Transportation's Troubled Abundance, 84 Fortune 85 (1971).

The nation's transportation systems are so complex that their very nature precludes simple remedies. The author recommends less government regulation and therefore more freedom for the private carriers. The market should set its own prices and determine who is to compete. The author also recommends that more resources be applied to the development of modern urban transit.
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